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Abstract

Layered crystals are known to be good candidates for bulk thermoelectric applica-

tions as they open new ways to realise highly efficient devices. Two dimensional ma-

terials, isolated from layered materials, and their stacking into heterostructures have

attracted intense research attention for nanoscale applications due to their high Seebeck

coefficient and possibilities to engineer their thermoelectric properties. However, inte-

gration to thermoelectric devices is problematic due to their usually high thermal con-

ductivities. Reporting on thermal transport studies between 150 and 300K, we demon-

strate here, that franckeite, a naturally occurring 2D heterostructure, is a promising

candidate for low dimensional thermoelectric applications. We find cross- and in-plane
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thermal conductivity values at room temperature of 0.70 and 0.88Wm−1K−1, respec-

tively, which is the lowest value reported today for 2D-materials. Amazingly, a 1nm

thick franckeite shows very low thermal conductivity similar to one of the most widely

used thermoelectric material Bi2Te3 with the thickness of 10-20nm. We show that this

is due to the low Debye frequency of franckeite, a gap in its phonon band structure

and scattering of phonon transport through van der Walls interface between different

layers. This observation open new routes for high efficient ultra-thin thermoelectric

applications.

Introduction

Thermoelectric materials are of great interest, due to their ability to fabricate devices which

convert the waste heat in to electricity. Efficient thermoelectric devices require tuning of

the materials Seebeck coefficient, electrical and thermal conductivity. The efficiency of a

thermoelectric material is given by the thermoelectric figure of merit, ZT = (σS2T )/k,

and is proportional to the square of Seebeck coefficient S and electrical conductivity σ and

inversely proportional to the thermal conductivity k.1 Therefore, materials combining high

S and σ and low k, which are generally rare, are ideal candidates for such devices. Many

strategies have been applied to decrease the k without affecting the σ including creation

of structural disorders, synthesize materials with complex crystal structures, and use of

organic-hybrid materials or low-dimensional nano-structured materials.2

Layered crystals are known to be good candidates for integration in thermoelectric ap-

plications,3 such as the Bi2Te3-alloys which are among the best performing thermoelectric

materials. Exfoliating such crystals, resulting in two dimensional (2D) materials, provide

great opportunities to challenge commercially used materials as they offer the unique pos-

sibility of engineering their thermal conductivity.4 By stacking different 2D materials to

create van der Walls (vdW) heterostructures, the phonon mismatch between the layers can

be controlled and with the right assembly the thermal conductivity is reduced. Strategies
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like stacking Bi2Te3 exfoliated thin films to form ’pseudosuperlattice’,5,6 stacking graphene

and MoS2 monolayers7,8 or inserting different intercalants such as SnS and BiS in to TiS2

vdW gap and creation of superlattices9,10 have been successful to decrease the thermal con-

ductivity.

Instead of attempting the often very demanding 2D materials stacking, another strategy

consists in using nature’s ability of creating heterostructures. In contrast to a fabricated 2D-

heterostructure, a natural one do not have any issues such as alignment or trapped residues

in between the layers, which might cause uncontrolled change of the thermal or electrical

resistance. Franckeite is such a material consisting of stacks of SnS2 - like pseudohexagonal

(H) and PbS - like pseudotetragonal (Q) layers (see Figure 1a) which can be isolated by

liquid or air exfoliation11,12 . It demonstrates high electrical conductance with a narrow

bandgap of 0.5− 0.7eV and a Seebeck coefficient of 264µV/K at room temperature12 which

makes it an attractive candidate for realization of novel thermoelectric devices.

Here, we demonstrate that franckeite is a very promising candidate for thermoelectric ap-

plications. We study the thermal transport properties of thin flakes at various temperatures

starting from 150K up to room temperature with Scanning Thermal Microscopy (SThM).

We show that Franckeite H+Q layer has a very low in-plane and cross-plane thermal con-

ductivity compared to other exfoliated or ultra-thin-film materials. This is supported by our

Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations that reveals that Franckeite has a low Debye

frequency and therefore has low thermal conductivity.

Results and discussion

Figure 1a shows the molecular structure of layered franckeite. Our calculation using first

principle simulations shows that the Debye frequency of franckeite is about h̄ω = 40 meV.

This means that franckeite is a soft material as confirmed by our Ultrasonic Force Microscopy

study (See Supporting Information note 2) and can potentially possess a low thermal conduc-
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Figure 1: (a) Crystal structure of Frankeite. (b) Schematic representation of the SThM
measurement, with 3D thermal resistance image at Tsample = 156K. Number of layers for the
different areas are shown on the image (scan dimensions 55m).

tivity. Motivated by this observation, we isolated franckeite flakes on 280nm SiO2 on Si by

mechanical exfoliation (see Methods), resulting in areas of various thicknesses. We thermally

characterise the sample by means of high vacuum SThM13 at sample temperatures varying

from 150K – 300K as described elsewhere.7 Briefly, at each sample temperature, we ther-

mally image the sample and record approach-retract SThM cycles. The tip-sample thermal

contact resistance, RX, for each pixel of the thermal image is obtained from the in-contact

SThM image and the out-of-contact SThM signal from the approach-retract curve. Figure

1b shows a 3D representation of the thermal resistance image acquired at Tsample = 156K.

Areas with thicknesses varying from 5 to 66 nm can be identified from the topography image

(see Supporting Information note 1). Considering a H+Q layer thickness of about 1.7nm,12
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we can identify areas consisting of 3, 4, 10, 26, 31, 39 of H+Q layers. The flakes’ thermal

resistance is higher than the one of Si/SiO2 substrate and increases with the thickness.

Figure 2: (a)Thermal Resistance RX as a function of temperature for areas of different
thicknesses (b) In-plane ki and cross-plain kc thermal conductivity of franckeite H+Q flake
of 1.7nm thickness.

We extracted the average mean thermal resistance for each area and plotted it as a

function of thickness at various temperatures (see Figure 2b). RX increases with a high

rate for the first 10 layers and then at room temperature almost saturates, implying that

after a certain thickness, we are probing the thermal resistance of bulk franckeite. The

increasing resistance with thickness trend is expected for layers with lower or comparable to

the substrate thermal conductivity because they act as extra resistive interfaces for the heat

flow to the substrate heat sink. For highly thermally conductive layers, such as graphene,
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the trend is opposite14,15 because they act as extra heat transfer channels. The thermal

resistance evolution with thickness could be a purely thickness dependent effect, related

with thermal conductivity variation or substrate effects. In general the thermal conductivity

of 2D materials is also affected when they are placed on a substrate due to change in the

phonon dispersion and increase of the phonon scattering rate.14,16,17

Regarding the temperature dependence, RX for all thicknesses decreases with tempera-

ture, with the higher rate being for the thicker areas. For thinner areas (less than 10 layers),

RX is dominated by the thermal resistance of SiO2 as revealed by the similar to SiO2 thermal

resistance (RX−S) trend with temperature (see also Supporting Information note 1). In con-

trast, for thicker areas, RX decreases in a different manner than RX−S. The RX saturation

with temperature for thicker franckeite (more than 10 layers) is different than the SiO2 trend.

This observation implies that for such thicknesses, SThM is more sensitive to the material

rather than the substrate properties.

To quantify the thermal conductivity of a single franckeite H+Q layer we assume diffusive

thermal transport and thickness independent thermal conductivity. Franckeite, in contrast

to other 2D materials, has a complex structure consisting of heavy atoms which is likely

leading to a diffusive thermal transport mechanism.18 For such structures of low thermal

conductivity it is not evident that thermal conductivity is strongly influenced by the number

of layer.16 Under these assumptions we express the thermal SThM measured resistance as a

sum of resistances: RX = Rt +Rint +Rs, where Rt is the SThM tip thermal resistance, Rint

the tip-franckeite thermal boundary resistance and Rs is the sample spreading resistance. Rt

and Rint are not thickness-dependent and they remain constant for the different sample areas.

With the use of a diffusive thermal transport model for layered material on a substrate, we

express Rs as a function of the layer thickness and the thermal conductivities of the substrate

and the material.15,19–21 By fitting the data for each temperature we extract the cross-plane

(kc) and in-plane (ki) thermal conductivity (see Methods and SI for more details on the

modeling and fitting procedure).
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Figure 3: (a) Phonon band-structure of franckeite with the lattice structure shown in Fig
1b. (b) Number of open phonon conduction channel and (c) phonon contribution to thermal
conductivity

In Figure 2b, kc and ki are plotted for each temperature. Both kc and ki are found to

increase with temperature from 0.28 and 0.44Wm−1K−1 at 156K to 0.70 and 0.88Wm−1K−1

at room temperature, respectively. The thermal conductivity increase rate is much higher

for temperatures higher than 240K. The anisotropy has a small decrease with temperature,

which is possibly related with the activation of some phonon modes with temperature (see

also Supplementary note 4).

To understand the physical mechanisms behind the thermal conductivity values and

trends, we calculate the phonon band structure of franckeite (see Figure 3a) using density

functional theory (see computational methods). From the band structure, we calculate

the number of open phonon conduction channels in franckeite (Figure 3b) and its intrinsic
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thermal conductivity (Figure 3 c). Our calculation shows that there are multiple open phonon

channels between 0− 16meV and 20− 36meV but there are very few between 16− 20meV

due to a gap in phonon band structure. This gap and relatively low Debye frequency of

franckeite leads to a calculated cross-plane thermal conductivity of ∼ 1.2Wm−1K−1 at room

temperature. This is the intrinsic thermal conductivity of franckeite (upper bound thermal

conductivity) because in the calculations, we do not take scattering at the interfaces between

electrodes and franckeite layers into account.

Figure 4: (a,b) Reported thermal conductivity values of layered materials with thickness (a)
and of bulk layered materials (b). Note that, at (b) when two values for the same material
are shown they correspond to cross- (filled) and in- (non-filled) plane values. The data come
from: (1),5 (2),6 (3),22 (4),23 (5),24 (6),9 (7),10 (8),25 (9),26 (10),27 (11),28 (12)29

The kc and ki values at room temperature are the the lowest values reported up to date

for materials with similar thickness including mono- or few-layers of exfoliated materials or

ultra-thin films suitable for thermoelectric applications. Figure 4 shows thermal conduc-

tivity values of typical layered thermoelectric materials with thickness in addition to some

bulk-materials values. An H+Q franckeite layer has the lowest in-plane and cross-plane
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thermal conductivities compared to all other materials with similar thickness. Amazingly,

the thermal conductivity of a 1nm thick H+Q franckeite is similar to that of reported for

Bi2Te3 but with a thickness of 10-20nm as measured or calculated theoretically. Thermal

conductivity of a H+Q franckeite is two orders of magnitude lower than WS2 with this ratio

even larger for MoS2 which is having very high Seebeck coefficient however, being unsuitable

for thermoelectrics due to its high thermal conductivity. It is almost an order of magnitude

lower than black phosphorous which has similar Seebeck coefficient as franckeite and just one

order of magnitude higher than WSe2 which is the lowest thermal conductivity continuous

material. Furthermore, franckeite’s thermal conductivity is smaller than most bulk layered

materials with inserted different intercalants in the vdW gap designed for thermoelectric

applications such as (SnS)1.2(TiS2)2, (PbS)1.18(TiS2)2, (BiS)1.2(TiS2)2 and (SnS)1.2(TiS2)2 .

The interacalation method has as a result the creation of superlattices and the decrease of

the thermal conductivity of the initial material due to suppressed phonon transport caused

by weaker interlayer bonding.9 In the case of franckeite which has a natural superlattice is

interesting to see the relation between the H+Q layers thermal conductivity and H layer

itself. The thermal conductivity of SnS2 layer (H layer of franckeite), is almost an order of

magnitude higher than the H+Q layers together. This is because of the additional phonon

scattering at the interface30 between H and Q layers and through Q layer as demonstrated

using a tight-binding model in the supporting information note 4.

Conclusion

In summary, with a combined experimental and theoretical study the thermal properties

of franckeite natural heterostructure in the nano-scale, for temperatures ranging from 150

to 300K were studied. In-plane and cross-plane thermal conductivity range from 0.28 and

0.44Wm−1K−1 at 156K to 0.70 and 0.88Wm−1K−1, respectively at room temperature. We

showed that the low thermal conductivity values are due to the a gap in phonon band

structure, the low Debye frequency and the additional phonon scattering at the interface
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between H and Q layers of franckeite. These values which are among the lowest reported

for 2D materials and ultra-thin-films, that in combination to the high electrical conductivity

and Seebeck coefficient make franckeite a promising candidate for integration to micro-scale

thermoelectric applications at room temperature.

Methods

Experimental Methods

Sample fabrication: Few-layer franckeite flakes are exfoliated from bulk material and

transferred on a SiO2 substrate thermally grown on a Si wafer. The bulk franckeite material

(San Jose Mine, Oruro City, Bolivia) is first scratched with a scalpel on an adhesive tape,

resulting in thin chips of material. These chips are then thinned-down by repeatedly bringing

the tape in contact with itself and peeling it off. Once a significant amount of thin material

is obtained, a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) stamp is used to exfoliate franckeite from the

adhesive tape. Transmission-mode optical microscopy is then employed to identify the thin

flakes prior transfer on the SiO2/Si substrate (as described by Castellanos-Gomez et al.31).

Thermal Spreading Resistance model: We express the thermal SThM measured

resistance as a sum of resistances: RX = Rt + Rint + Rs, where Rt is the SThM tip thermal

resistance, Rint the tip-franckeite thermal boundary resistance and Rs is the sample spreading

resistance. We estimate Rt out of the franckeite free SiO2 area (see SI) and express express

Rint as Rint/πρ
2, where Rint is the SiO2-franckeite interface thermal resistivity and ρ is the

tip radius which we obtained from the thermal images and SEM imaging of the SThM tip

(see Supporting Information note 1). Rs of a layered material on a substrate is expressed

as a function of the layer thickness and the thermal conductivities of the substrate and the

material.15,19–21 Since the thermal conductivity of SiO2 is known,32 RX is determined by the

only remaining unknowns: kl and Rint. We also account for thermal transport anisotropy

and we define kc and ki for the cross-plane and in-plane thermal conductivity, respectively.
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For very thin areas (10 layers) compared to the tip diameter (80nm), the heat flow from the

tip to the substrate is almost vertical33 and we use an isotropic model with kl = kc and rint as

fitting parameters. For thicker areas this assumption is not valid and we use an orthotropic

model considering both kc and ki (see Methods and Supporting Information note 3 for more

details on the modeling procedure).

Computational Methods

Geometry optimization: The geometry optimisation of franckeite unit cell was performed

using the SIESTA implementation of density functional theory (DFT), to the force toler-

ance of 10 meV/Å with a double- polarized basis set (DZP) and the Generalized Gradient

Approximation (GGA) functional with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization. A

real-space grid was defined with an equivalent energy cut-off of 350 Ry.

Phonon dispersion relation: From the optimised unit cell geometry of franckeite, we

construct a supper-cell shown in figure 1a and construct dynamical matrix as described below

for each supper-cell (k0) as well as coupling matrix elements (K1) to the neighbouring cell

in H/Q/H/Q configuration (see Figure 1 a). We then calculate phonon dispersion relation

using these k0 and k1 and the method described in34

Phonons transport and thermal conductivity: Following the method described

in34 35 30 each atom was displaced from the relaxed optimised position in the positive and

negative x, y and z directions with 0.01Å. For each displacement, the forces F in three

directions on all atoms were then calculated and used to construct the dynamical matrix

D=K/M where the mass matrix M and Hessian matrix K obtained from finite differences.

To satisfy momentum conservation, the diagonal terms in K is calculated by negative of sum

of off-diagonal terms. The phonon transmission then can be calculated from the relation

Tp = Trace(ΓL(ω)G(ω)ΓR(ω)G†(ω)) where ΓL,R = i(
∑

L,R(ω) −
∑†

L,R(ω)) describes the

level broadening due to the coupling to the left L and right R electrodes,
∑

L,R(ω) are the

retarded self-frequencies associated with this coupling and G = (ω2I − D −
∑

L−
∑

R)−1
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is the retarded Green’s function, where D and I are the dynamical and the unit matrices,

respectively. The phonon thermal conductivity κp at temperature T is then calculated from

κp(T ) = h̄/2π
∫∞

0
ωTp(ω)(∂f/∂T ) where f = 1/(eh̄ω/kBT − 1) is Bose–Einstein distribution

function and and kB are reduced Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants, respectively.
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